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In this study, the effect of Fe, Mn and Cr substitution for Co on the crystallization kinetics of amorphous
Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and 5) alloys were investigated. The broad diffraction peaks in the
X-ray diffraction patterns for as-quenched ribbons indicated that all of the samples exhibit an amorphous structure.
The activation energies of the alloys were calculated from differential thermal analysis data using the Kissinger,
Ozawa and Augis–Bennett models. The increased activation energy for Fe, Mn and Cr doped samples indicated
that the thermal stability and the crystallization kinetics were improved in the doped samples. The value of the
Avrami exponent indicated that the crystallization is typical diffusion controlled three-dimensional growth for all
of the samples.
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1. Introduction

phous alloys has been studied, there is a lack of studies
regarding the crystallization kinetics of Co-based amorphous alloys. In this study, the influence of substitution
of Co with Fe, Mn and Cr elements on the crystallization
kinetics of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0
and 5) amorphous alloys was investigated in detail.

In recent years, Co- and Fe-based amorphous alloys
and their crystallization kinetics have been extensively
studied due to their excellent physical and mechanical
properties, such as high electrical resistivity, small eddy
currents, high thermal stability, high corrosion resistance,
outstanding mechanical properties, low fabrication cost,
and soft magnetic properties along with the ease of machining due to the disordered structure [1–9]. These
properties also lead to improvements in their electrical
and corrosion properties. Soft magnetic materials are
generally used in transformers, inductive devices, sensors
and bioengineering applications [10]. Due to the abovementioned excellent physical and mechanical properties,
Co-based (Co–Si–B) amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys have been studied [11, 12]. It has been reported in
many previous studies that crystallization kinetics and
crystallization process are very important to understand
properties of amorphous materials [11–17]. The study
of the crystallization kinetics provides the activation energy (Ea ) of the crystallization and the relevant parameters, such as the Avrami exponent (n) responsible for the
mechanism of crystallization. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) has been used for such an investigation under both non-isothermal and isothermal conditions. The
data obtained from non-isothermal crystallization have
been analyzed using well-established theoretical models, namely the Kissinger [18], Ozawa [19] and Augis–
Bennett [20] models. This analysis helps us to understand how metallic glasses crystallize.
While the influence of various substitute alloying elements on the crystallization kinetics of Fe- based amor-
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2. Experimental
Amorphous Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr;
x = 0 and 5) ribbons were prepared via the melt-spinning
technique. The crystallization behavior of the samples
was investigated using DTA. Thermal data were measured at heating rates of 5, 10, 15 and 20 ◦C/min. The
structure of the as-received samples was confirmed by Xray powder diffraction (XRD) (Rigaku-Radb) measurements using Cu Kα (λ = 1.5405 Å) radiation. In the
X-ray measurements, the power and scanning rate were
set at 30 kV, 15 mA and 1◦ /min, respectively.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the as-quenched
Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and 5)
ribbons. The typical broad diffraction peaks in the XRD
patterns for the as-quenched ribbons indicate that all of
the alloys have amorphous structure.
Figure 2 shows the DTA curves for the as-quenched
amorphous ribbons of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn
and Cr; x = 0 and 5) measured at a 10 ◦C/min heating rate in the temperature range of 400 to 700 ◦C. The
first peak temperatures were observed at 506.6 ◦C for
Co75 Si15 B10 , 518.1 ◦C for Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10 , 531.5 ◦C for
Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10 and 539.8 ◦C for Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10 alloys.
It is clear that the peak temperatures (Tp ) increase with
the addition of Fe, Mn and Cr. The addition of Fe, Mn
and Cr to the Co75 Si15 B10 base alloys slows the crystallization kinetics by increasing the thermal stability with
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of the as-quenched samples of
Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and 5).

Fig. 2. DTA curves of the as-quenched amorphous alloys of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0
and 5) measured at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min.

respect to crystallization. As can be seen from DTA measurements, although Mn substituted sample exhibits only
one exothermic peak, the Fe and Cr substituted samples
exhibit two distinct exothermic peaks. The presence of
two exothermic peaks for Fe and Cr substituted samples
could be interpreted as the formation of second crystallization phase and the crystallization process of the alloy
proceeds through a multi-stage model [7, 11, 21].

Fig. 4. Ozawa plot of the as-quenched amorphous ribbons of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0
and 5).

Fig. 5. Augis–Bennett plot of the as-quenched amorphous ribbons of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and
Cr; x = 0 and 5).

The activation energy of the crystallization process
gives important information regarding the thermal stability of the sample. The activation energies for the crystallization of the Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr;
x = 0 and 5) alloys were determined from the DTA curves
through the well-known Kissinger [18], Ozawa [19] and
Augis–Bennett [20] equations, as given by Eqs. (1), (2),
and (3), respectively
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where β is the heating rate, Tp is the temperature
at the exothermal peak, R is the gas constant, T0
is the absolute temperature, and Ea is the activation energy of crystallization. The activation energies for the three models were calculated from the
slopes of the plots of ln(β/Tp2 )−1000/Tp , ln(β)−1000/Tp
and ln(β/Tp −T0 )−1000/Tp , which yield approximately
straight lines with good fits, as shown in Figs. 3–5, reln(β) = −

Fig. 3. Kissinger plot of the as-quenched amorphous
ribbons of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x =
0 and 5).
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spectively. Ozawa extended the Avrami equation to the
non-isothermal condition. Assuming the maximum crystallization peak occurring at a crystallization fraction,
this method involves the measurement of the temperature T from the experiments at different heating rates
β. The Kissinger method assumes that the reaction rate
is maximum at the peak temperature (Tp ). This assumption also implies a constant degree of conversion
at Tp . The Augis–Bennett method is an extension of the

Kissinger method showing its applicability to heterogeneous reaction described by the Avrami expression. As
can be seen, these three methods are very similar and require similar plots. The activation energies for the crystallization of the Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr;
x = 0 and 5) alloys were determined by above mentioned
three different methods in order to discuss the effectiveness of these three different methods.

TABLE I
Kinetic parameters (Ea [kJ/mol], n) of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and 5) amorphous alloys.
Alloy
peak:
Co75 Si15 B10
Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10
Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10
Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10

Kissinger
1
2
391.35±3.9 470.54±4.7
415.62±4.2 494.97±5
511.65±5.1
–
556.95±5.6 505.75±5.1

Augis-Bennett
1
2
394.21±7.9
475.17±9.5
419.88±8.4
498.33±10
514.90±10.3
–
555.44±11.1 509.30±10.2

The activation energies calculated by three different
methods are given in Table I. The values of the activation energies calculated from the Ozawa and Augis–
Bennett equations are slightly higher than those from
the Kissinger equation [13]. The comparison of activation energy determined from three different methods
showed that the values are in good agreement with each
other and also exhibit similar behavior. This means
that one can use any of the three methods to calculate
the activation energy. According to the Kissinger equation, the activation energies for the first peak were determined to be 391.35, 415.62, 511.65, 556.95 kJ/mol for
the Co75 Si15 B10 , Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10 , Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10 and
Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10 alloys, respectively. The activation energies calculated for second peaks also exhibited similar
behavior.
The activation energy calculations indicated that
the partial substitution of Fe, Mn, or Cr for Co in
Co75 Si15 B10 increases the activation energy. This result
indicated that small amount of substitution elements produces a decreased rate of the crystallization kinetics. The
largest values of activation energy for Mn and Cr doped
samples compared with those of undoped and Fe doped
samples were attributed to the relative size of the substitution elements. In previous studies, it has been concluded that the crystallization kinetics is closely related
with relative size of substitution atoms [8, 22, 23]. The
substitution elements of Fe (1.56 Å), Mn (1.61 Å) and
Cr (1.66 Å) have a larger atomic size than Co (1.52 Å).
The larger Mn and Cr atoms compared with Fe and Co
enhance the potential barrier and hinder the diffusion
of atoms in the crystallization process of amorphous alloys, and consequently, the activation energy increases
for larger substitution atoms.
Generally, the crystallization kinetics of amorphous alloys are studied using the Johnson–Mehl–Avrami equation [16, 17], which is

Ozawa
1
2
404.30±12.1 485.36±14.6
425.76±12.8 503.51±15.1
525.06±15.7
–
568.19±17
519.79±15.6

n
2.52±0.05
2.62±0.05
2.18±0.04
2.24±0.04

x(t) = 1 − exp(−(kt)n ),
(4)
where x(t) is the fraction of the volume that has become
crystalline at annealing time t, n is the Avrami parameter
(related to nucleation and growth), and k is the reaction
rate constant, which is a function of the absolute temperature and is given by the following equation:
k = k0 exp(−Ea /R T ),
(5)
where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ea is the activation energy, and k0 is the frequency factor, which is a measure of the probability that
a molecule with energy Ea will participate in a reaction.
The method used to determine the Avrami parameter (n)
was proposed by Ozawa [19]. During the DTA, the heating rates are controlled so that the temperature can be
expressed as
T = T0 + βT,
(6)
where T0 is the initial temperature associated with the
exothermic DTA peak. Combining Eqs. (4) and (6), we
obtain
d ln (− ln (1 − x))
= −n.
(7)
d ln β
T
The value of x at any selected T is calculated from the
ratio of the partial area (S) of the crystallization peak
at the selected T to the total area (S0 ) of the crystallization exotherm. Equation (7) indicates that at any
fixed temperature, the crystallization mechanism, or the
Avrami exponent n, can be obtained from the slopes of
the ln(− ln(1 − x)) − ln(β) curves. The Avrami exponent
n involves the information regarding the nucleation and
growth mechanism in the crystallization process.
The calculated Avrami parameters (n) for the
Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and
5) alloys are listed in Table I. The Avrami equation
and the derived exponent n are often used to obtain information on the transformation kinetics and the special dimensions of the growing crystals. The calculated
values of n are 2.52, 2.62, 2.18 and 2.24 at the se-
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lected temperatures of 515 ◦C for Co75 Si15 B10 , 520 ◦C for
Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10 , 535 ◦C for Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10 and 540 ◦C
for Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10 , respectively. As presented in Table I,
the values of n are not constant for the various doping
elements, which imply that the nucleation and growth
mechanism of the crystallization process are closely related with the doping elements. The calculated Avrami
parameters, which are larger than 2.5 for Co75 Si15 B10
and Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10 alloys, indicates that the crystallization is governed by diffusion-controlled three-dimensional
growth with a constant nucleation rate [13, 24, 25]. In
addition, the smaller value of the Avrami parameters
than 2.5 for Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10 and Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10 alloys
could be interpreted as the crystallization is governed by
three-dimensional growth with a decreasing nucleation
rate [25].
4. Conclusions
In this study, the effect of Fe, Mn and Cr substitution for Co on the crystallization kinetics of amorphous
Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0 and
5) alloys was investigated. The activation energies of
the alloys were calculated using the Kissinger, Ozawa
and Augis–Bennett models based on differential thermal analysis data. The increased activation energies for
Fe, Mn and Cr doped samples indicated that the thermal stability and the crystallization kinetics were improved in the doped samples. Among the doping atoms,
Cr was determined to have the highest thermal stability. The Avrami exponent n was calculated from the
Johnson–Mehl–Avrami equation. The Avrami parameters of Co75−x Mx Si15 B10 (M = Fe, Mn and Cr; x = 0
and 5) alloys varies in the range of 2 < n < 3. The value
of the Avrami exponent indicated that the crystallization
is typical diffusion controlled three-dimensional growth
for all of the samples. The nucleation rate is constant
for Co75 Si15 B10 and Co70 Fe5 Si15 B10 , while a decreasing
nucleation rate was observed for Co70 Mn5 Si15 B10 and
Co70 Cr5 Si15 B10 samples.
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